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What is iMindQ?
iMindQ® is a mind mapping solution which enables visualization of ideas, inspires creativity,
stimulates thinking and brainstorming, provokes innovation, project planning, conceptualization
and modeling of processes.
This mind mapping tool encourages your originality and inspires innovative ideas that can be easily shared with
others in a visually stimulating and understandable format. Inspire, innovate and continually improve in every
aspect of your life, no matter whether you are an individual, professional, student or educator.

Think
Working on a smooth and ﬂexible user interface will stimulate your
creativity and shorten the time needed to generate unique ideas.
Inspire yourself and enhance your creative side by getting more
from your brainstorming sessions using multiple mind maps. You
can clarify thinking and save time, energy and effort by using a one
stop program where you can gather research data, plan projects and
brainstorm ideas. Capture all important information in a simple,
easy-to-use, cross-platform friendly application and improve every
aspect of your work by sharing your ideas with everyone through
interactive mind maps.

Invent
The flow of your thoughts create a worthy and valuable neverending stories and iMindQ streamlines it in an intuitive and
powerful organic mind map. Stimulate your visual thinking and
motivate your idea creation with the usage of organic and intuitive
mind maps, vast selection of map templates, freestyle layouts and
rich library of forms, shapes and images. iMindQ supports your
creativity on several operating systems, device types and languages
and it represents a Multiplatform (Windows, Mac, iOS, Android,
web) and Multilanguage (English, Spanish, French, German and
Portuguese) mind mapping solution.
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Visualize
Collect, connect and present data in a visually distinctive and memorable format
with the variety of map styles, different colors, borders, relationships and ties. Save
a lot of time and effort in gathering your research data from the internet and
increase the merit of your map by building it with information from the instant
Research panel. Record your ideas on the flexible whiteboard space in various
types of formats, such as mind maps, concept maps, flowcharts and many other
diagrams. You can include ready-to-use mind map parts for faster mind map
creation and quickly catch important information and main topics discussed on
your meetings.

Present
Address your audience with powerful one-click presentations and
interactive HTML mind maps or uniquely depict the flow of
complex information through the flexible presentation mode.
Create a professional presentation using iMindQ and aim for a
greater interactivity, feedback and audience participation. You can
save and export your mind maps in several different formats
such as PDF document, HTML file, XML file, OPML file, ODT file
image, Rich Text document, FreeMind or MindManager files, and
also utilize the powerful import options and the advanced
Microsoft Office Integration, providing you with map data from
different sources and formats. You can also collaborate with your
team by interchanging ideas through the interactive HTML mind
maps, which can be opened and edited with any browser.

Act
Plan and implement your projects with better organization and time
management with the available task and project management
features. Set your project deliverables by using WBS chart, add and
update project tasks trough task management panel and track
project progress with the help of a clear and detailed Gantt chart
view. Use the Microsoft SharePoint and external storage
integration to share knowledge and know-how and collaborate
through uploading, viewing and editing mind maps, concept maps
and flowcharts.
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